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â€“ Probability Vocabulary â€“

You cast two fair dice, how likely is it that they sum up to 7 ? â€¢ If you toss two fair dice, what are the odds that their sum is 7 ? â€¢ How likely is it to have a sum of ... 
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– Probability Vocabulary – Français



Anglais



Faux ami/ Remarque



Expérience



Experiment



Experience



Issue



Outcome



Issue



Événement



Event



Aléatoire



Random



Dé



A die / two dice



Lancer un dé



To cast a die / to roll a die



« die is cast » : Alea jacta est



Lancer une pièce



To toss / to flip a coin



Throw a piece



Pile ou face



Heads or tails (UK : cross and pile)



Pile or face



Parier sur...



To bet on...



Équiprobabilité



Equiprobability



Both events are equally likely.



Phrases types : 1. • • • •



« On lance deux dés équilibrés. Quelle est la probabilité que la somme des dés fasse 7 ? » You roll a pair of fair dice. What are the chances for the sum to be 7 ? You cast two fair dice, how likely is it that they sum up to 7 ? If you toss two fair dice, what are the odds that their sum is 7 ? How likely is it to have a sum of seven when rolling two fair six sided dice ?



2. • • •



« Il est très peu probable d'obtenir que des piles » It is highly unlikely to get only tails. There is a thin chance to get only tails. The likelihood of getting only tails is very small.



3. • • • • • •



« Il y a une chance sur deux d'obtenir pile (ou face) » There is an even chance that a tossed coin lands heads up. The probability for a flipped coin landing heads up is one half. The probability of a coin toss coming up heads is 50%. There is a 1-in-2 chance that heads will come up. There is a l out of 2 chance that you will get heads. It is just as likely for a tossed coin to turn up heads as tails.



4. • • • • •



Some common sentences without translation : When a coin is tossed, there are two possible outcomes: heads or tails. The total number of outcomes is 6. A probability of one means that the event is certain. A probability of zero means that an event is impossible. If you flip a coin 10 times, there's a strong likelihood that you won't get a 50/50 split of heads vs. tails. What is the probability of getting exactly three heads in four coin flips? We use probability to measure the chance or likelihood of events occurring in the future. If the coin is unbiased (i.e. well balanced), we say it is just as likely to turn up heads as tails.



• • •
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Probability 

Justify your answer. Answer: You would expect all numbers to be around 10. There seem to be a lot of 5s and few 2s but there haven't been enough rolls of the ...
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Vocabulary 

hat â—‹ outfit â—‹ mask â—‹ card â—‹ glass â—‹ nose â—‹ metronome â—‹ fancy dress shop â—‹ Queen. King â—‹ cat â—‹ dog â—‹ mouse (mice) â—‹ horse â—‹ cow â—‹ monkey ...
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Applied Probability 

in applied mathematics, biostatistics, computational biology, computer sci- ence ... Chapter 3 touches on advanced topics from convexity, inequalities, and ... As my hastily assembled notes gradually acquired ...... These can form k2 genotypes.
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vocabulary notes 

... I don't like the way you eat half my sandwiches every lunchtime. 2. Fast food companies should get it out in the open and publish the ingredients of their foods.
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Probability Density Estimation 

provide a little background on measuring the error in functions. We briefly ..... that the area under the curve is approximately one by using the trapz func- tion.
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MinDiv problems for probability 

An example in environmental sciences is presented in order to illustrate the .... Instead of Ap = b, let us assume that it is the set of inequality constraints Ap â‰¤ b.
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Foundations of Modern Probability 

sense of the early 1970s, and there was no room for some of the more recent .... Among basic set relations, we note in particular the distributive laws. A âˆ©. â‹ƒ.
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Probability Density Estimation 

and then calculate the surface heights corresponding to the linear interpola- tion between ...... In this case, we have to estimate c-1 independent mixing coefficients, as .... ance that is close to the identity matrix will be shown as a circle. We l
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Probability â€“ exam questions 

Probability â€“ exam questions. Question 1: Jan 2006 â€“ Q2. Question 2: Jun 2006 â€“ Q6. Page 2. Question 3: Jan 2007 â€“ Q5. Question 4: Jun 2007 â€“ Q2. Page 3 ...
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Vocabulary notes 

A business deal would never go through without a bribe? ... 2. Free parking at the supermarket will go away if too many people from the office next door use it.
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Vocabulary - Wooskills 

Examples: Can I have some French Fries? Can I have some milk? Can I have a glass of milk? Can I have some ice cream? Can I have a scoop of ice cream?
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Measure, Integral and Probability 

One fundamental decision in developing a treatment of integration is whether to ... are given at the end of each chapter, and outline solutions of the Exercises are given at the ... introduces random variables and their induced probability distributi
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Truth and Probability - Core 

Appended to this electronic edition are two related essays by Frank Ramsey: ..... observation of my own behaviour; and to be the only way of accounting for the fact ..... 21. We are also able to define a very useful new idea -- the 'degree of belief 
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Probability and Statistics - MAFIADOC.COM 

same room with a probability 0.9 (or it goes to the other room with probability 0.1). We cannot ..... only on those calls for which the door is answered and there is a dog. On any call ..... b) Sketch both functions PDF and CDF on the same graphic.
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Probability and Finance .fr 

The main mathematical content of the book derives from a series of papers Vovk .... and it re-emerged in the last third of the twentieth century as one of the .... When we are working in finance, where our game describes a real market, we ..... hypot
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Truth and Probability - Core 

The object of reasoning is to find out, from the consideration of what we already know, something else ..... the task, but it is absolutely necessary; for we do calculate numerical probabilities, and if they are to ...... In this circle lies nothing 
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Measure, Integral and Probability 

graduates. There are many good books on modern probability theory, and ... first two chapters as background material and complete the remainder of the ... the development of the ideas of measure and integral, especially with a view to their ...... an
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Computational probability modeling and Bayesian 

In Section 3 we present MCMC and SMC methods, with several examples. ... the observation, its probability density function (pdf) will be denoted by p(Y ) (and all ..... The iteration p(Xtâˆ’1|Y1:tâˆ’1) â†’ p(Xt|Y1:t) is achieved in two classic steps 
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French Vocabulary EXERCISE WORKSHEETS 

You can post your own audio recordings in the Facebook support page for constructive criticism). PRONUNCIATION. Easy Hard Almost there. 1. la mosquée. ☐.
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English Vocabulary - EngBegBre 

A TV. A sat TV. English Vocabulary. 31st January 2003. I'll be back on 25th September. I'll be back on September 25th. This is Laura's book. This book belongs ...
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Pictures and vocabulary 

imposed on Jamle Cooper of 27 West Park Road, Windmill Park ... overleaf lejes me open to arrest ... conditions, outlined above, leaves Jamie open to arrest.
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Computational probability modeling and Bayesian 

the right-hand term â€” the product of the prior pdf by the likelihood function â€” is easier to determine than the ..... is the size of population in 4 diameter size classes (10-20 cm, 20-30 cm, 30-40 cm, >40 .... Laboratory during World War II. Aro
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A Probability and Statistics Companion 

S here contains 24 elements, the number of possible linear orders, or arrangements of. 4 distinct ..... For another example, when a student takes a course she will either pass it or fail it, but it ...... quality control literature. The average .....
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semiring, probability and dynamic programming 

The current members of the Max-Plus working group are M. Akian, G. Cohen, S. Gaubert,. J.P. Quadrat ... 2. Cost Measures and Decision Variables. 2.1. Decision Variables. 2.2. ... associative, admits a unit element denoted e, and distributes over âŠ•;
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